The Fed Up Campaign – 2015-2016 Press Clippings

Can Central Banks Goose Growth *Foreign Affairs, March/April*

Fed’s Yellen Says There is a Chance of a Recession *The Saint, 02.27.2016*

The Federal Reserve’s complicated relationship with race *Washington Post, 02.23.2016*

Raising Interest Rates Hurt This Group Most *CNBC, 02.25.2016*

Congress Should Demand More Racial, Sectoral Diversity at the Fed *The Hill, 02.11.2016*

Slower Pace to Interest Rate Hikes Possible, Federal Reserve Chairwoman Janet Yellen Says *Associated Press, 02.11.2016*

On the Lack of Females at the Fed *American Banker, 02.11.2016*

Obscure Fed Tool Used to Hammer Yellen for Enriching Banks *Bloomberg Business, 02.10.2016*

Fed Could Delay Raising Interest Rates, Janet Yellen Indicates *LA Times, 02.10.2016*

Yellen: Rate Hikes Could be Slowed *Associated Press, 02.10.2016*


Yellen Warns Global Turbulence Could Hit Growth *Financial Times, 02.10.2016*
Janet Yellen Signals Caution on Rates Wall Street Journal, 02.10.2016

FTSE 100 Falls Again On Renewed Concerns That Global Growth Is Faltering Economiccalendar.com, 02.09.2016


Federal Reserve: Credibility on the line Financial Times, 01.29.2016


What Would It Take for the Economy to Be More Fair? The Atlantic, 12.30.2015

A Swan Song for the Fed Dove Who Once Was a Hawk Dow Jones, 12.29.2015


Fed's move to raise interest rate hurts working-class families Philly.com, 12.18.2015

Dow Jones Industrial Average Advances Ahead Of Expected US Rate Hike International Business Times, 12.16.2015

Nayely Ruiz: Why the Fed’s interest rate hike is bad for working families Dallas Morning News, 12.16.2015

Fed Raises Key Interest Rate for First Time in Almost a Decade New York Times, 12.16.2015

Fed eleva juros pela primeira vez em quase uma década globo.com, 12.16.2015

Ahead of likely Fed interest rate hike, low-wage workers worry Al Jazeera America, 12.16.2015

Taux nuls: à qui a profité la politique de la Réserve fédérale américaine? Le Temps, 12.16.2015

Amid Stagnant Wage Growth and Weak Recovery, Fed Rate Hike Would be 'Mistake' Commondreams.org, 12.15.2015

Rate hike will hurt THIS group the most CNBC, 12.15.2015

The Fed Is About To Put The Brakes On The Economy Huffington Post, 12.01.2015


Neel Kashkari tapped to succeed Kocherlakota as head of Minneapolis Fed bank *Associated Press*, 11.10.2015

Neel Kashkari Named Next Minneapolis Fed President *Bloomberg Business*, 11.10.2015

Fed's Lacker, Kaplan meet with labor, community groups *Reuters*, 11.05.2015

Dallas Fed president will meet with Fed Up Coalition members to hear their concerns *Dallas News*, 11.05.2015

Progressive Activists Protest For A Cause You Should Hear More About, But Won’t *Huffington Post*, 10.08.2015

“FED UP” PROTESTERS TO HIT PHILLY *Politico*, 10.06.2015

US Federal Reserve Interest Rate: Philadelphia Activists To Protest New President Patrick Harker, Demand Meetings *International Business Times*, 10.06.2015

The Federal Reserve has been politicized. That's a good thing *The Week*, 09.21.2015


Federal Reserve keeps key interest rate at zero, citing global turmoil *The Washington Post*, 09.17.2015

Federal Reserve to leave its main borrowing rate near zero *Politico*, 09.17.2015


Fed Keeps Interest Rate Steady, Giving Leeway To Job Market *The Huffington Post*, 09.17.2015


No hike: Fed keeps benchmark rate near zero *USA Today*, 09.17.2015

Will the Fed Raise Interest Rates? (Audio) *PRI*, 09.17.2015

Federal Reserve puts rate rise on hold - as it happened *The Guardian*, 09.17.2015

Avoiding 'Regressive Mistake,' Fed Holds Off on Rate Hike — For Now *CommonDreams*, 09.17.2015
Opinion: If the Fed Raises the Interest Rate, I’m One of the Americans Who Will Lose. CommonDreams, 09.17.2015

Five things to watch for as the Federal Reserve makes its rate hike decision. Los Angeles Times, 09.17.2015

Fed holds off on interest rate hike. The Hill, 09.17.2015

Poll Says Americans Want Fed To Focus On Jobs, Hold Off On Rate Increases. Nasdaq, 09.10.2015

Higher rates hurt working families: Opposing view. USA Today, 09.08.2015

Report Shows Illinois Has One of the Nation’s Highest Black Unemployment Rates Despite an Improving Economy. Atlanta Black Star, 09.08.2015

The New York Times Comes Out Against Fed Interest Rate Hike. Huffington Post, 09.08.2015

Conservatives have failed to end the Fed, but they’re not giving up hope. Washington Post, 09.02.2015

Illinois African-American Jobless Rate Among The Nation's Highest. Progressive Illinois, 09.02.2015

Whose Recovery? We’re ‘Fed Up’. MSNBC, 09.02.2015

As the Stock Market Swings, New York Times, Editorial, 08.29.2015

Economic policy symposium held over US interest rate hike. CCTV, 08.28.2015

World’s central bankers gather for Economic Policy Symposium. CCTV, 08.28.2015

Fed says rate hike next month hinges on market volatility. Reuters, Jonathan Spicer and Howard Schneider, 08.28.2015


Fed Up Coalition comes to Jackson to join the conversation on Economic Policy. Buckrail, 08.20.2015


One of Facebook’s founders is taking on the Federal Reserve. Washington Post, Ylan Q. Mui, 08.26.2015

The Controversial New Argument For The Fed To Raise Interest Rates. Huffington Post, Daniel Marans, 08.28.2015

Critics of Fed on Left and Right Prepare to Head to Jackson Hole, *Wall Street Journal*, Michael S. Derby, 08.28.2015

Fed says rate hike next month hinges on market volatility, *Reuters*, Jonathan Spicer & Howard Schneider, 08.28.2015


Jackson Hole Summit To Provide Forum For Policymakers Amid Market Turmoil, *Rapid News Network*, 08.28.2015

*Joseph Stiglitz* explains why the Fed shouldn't raise interest rates, *Los Angeles Times*, Joseph Stiglitz, Op-Ed, 08.27.2015

Fed says rate hike next month hinges on market volatility, *Washington Post*, Jared Bernstein, 08.27.2015

Activists Counter Federal Reserve Gathering With Push Against Interest Rate Hikes, *Huffington Post*, Daniel Marans, 08.27.2015


Activists Descend on Fed’s Jackson Hole Meeting, Amid Anxiety About Rate Rises, *Bloomberg*, 08.27.2015

Activists Counter Federal Reserve Gathering With Push Against Interest Rate Hikes, *Huffington Post*, Daniel Marans, 08.27.2015

*Do Black Lives Matter to the Federal Reserve?*, *American Prospect*, Sam Ross-Brown, 08.27.2015

Protesters ask Fed to delay at Jackson Hole summit, *CNBC*, 08.27.2015

Los trabajadores latinos quieren que la Fed les oiga, *LaRaza*, 08.26.2015

*In Troubled Times, the Federal Reserve Must Work for Everyone*, *Huffington Post*, Richard Eskow, 08.25.2015


Activists confront Fed leaders to warn against rate hike, *The Hill*, Kevin Cirilli, 08.24.2015
Interest rate clock ticks for Janet Yellen and the Fed – but is China a wild card?, The Guardian, 08.23.2015


This is how protesters plan to take on the Federal Reserve, Washington Post, 08.11.2015

Progressive Groups Go On The Offensive Against A Fed Interest Rate Hike, Huffington Post, Daniel Marans, 08.10.2015

Black Unemployment Dips to 7-Year Low, Dallas Weekly, 08.10.2015

Progressive Activists Keep Up Campaign to Thwart Rate Rises, Wall Street Journal, 08.05.2015


Dallas Fed Struggles to Fill Fisher’s Big Shoes, Wall Street Journal, 07.30.2015

Fed more upbeat on economy, unclear on timing of rate hike, Washington Post, 07.29.2015

The Fed Just Inched Closer To Raising Interest Rates, Huffington Post, Daniel Marans, 07.29.2015

Fed votes to keep key interest rate near 0%, stays mum on future hike Los Angeles Times, 07.29.2015

For Many Americans, the Great Recession Never Ended. Is the Fed About to Make It Worse?, The Nation, Connie Razza, 07.28.2015

US jobless claims at 40-year low: Is the labor market getting better?, Christian Science Monitor, 07.23.2015


Fed's Williams vows more transparency after meeting with Fed Up, CNBC/Reuters, 07.16.2015

Janet Yellen To Jobless African-Americans: You're On Your Own, Huffington Post, Daniel Marans, 07.15.2015

Regional Feds’ Head-Hunting Under Scrutiny Over Insider Bias, Delays, Jakarta Globe/Reuters, 07.06.2015

Here's How to Make the Fed More Transparent and Accountable, American Prospect, Ady Barkan, 06.23.2015

Progressives Do Not Take The Fed Seriously. Meet The People Trying To Change That, Huffington Post, Daniel Marans, 06.04.2015
Here's what central bankers will be talking about at the big ECB retreat this weekend, Business Insider, 05.21.2015

Group: Black Texans have higher unemployment rate than whites and earn less than they did in 2000 Austin-American Statesman, 04.23.2015

Report Shows Unemployment Rate in Twin Cities 4x Higher for Blacks than Whites, InsightNews, 03.18.2015

Hold the Fed Accountable: Opposing View, USA Today, 03.17.2015


It's Not Yet Time to Celebrate State's Graduation Rate, SC times, 03.13.2015

Activists Call for End to ‘Economic Racism’, The St Louis American, 03.12.2015

Fed Should “Freeze Interest Rates, Involve Citizens” Says Neighborhoods Organizing For Change The Uptake, 03.09.2015

New Report: Racial Disparities Continue at an Alarming Rate for Black Communities KPFT Houston Radio 03.06.2015

Black Unemployment Rate 2015: In Better Economy, African-Americans See Minimal Gains International Business Times, 03.08.2015

Report: Black Unemployment in Bay Area More Than Three Times the Average SF Examiner, 03.06.2015

Blacks Nearly Four Times More Likely Than Whites to Be Unemployed in Minnesota Citypages, 03.06.2015

Kansas And Missouri Activists Gather On Troost To Stand For 'Moral Economy' KCUR 89.3, 03.06.2015

Report Says Minnesota's Job Boom Has Skipped Minorities Minneapolis / St. Paul Business Journal, 03.06.2015

Activists: Fed Has Power to Spur Recovery in Poor Communities The Charlotte Post, 03.06.2015

Texas Matters: Unemployment Still A Problem For Texas Minority Communities Texas Public Radio, 03.06.2015

Don't Raise Rates, Protesters Tell St. Louis Fed St. Louis Post-Dispatch, 03.05.2015

Activists Rally in Front of Federal Reserve, Calling for End to ‘Economic Racism’ The St. Louis American, 03.05.2015

Report: In MN, Jobless Rate for Blacks is Nearly 4 Times Higher than Whites Bring Me the News 03.05.2015
Snowy Protest at Philly Fed, *The Inquirer*, 03.05.2015

Minority Groups Rally Outside Fed Against Interest Rate Hike *The Observer*, 03.05.2015

When It Comes to Jobs, Fed Up With the Fed, *The News & Observer*, 03.05.2015

Protest Calls for Fed to Focus on Employment, *St. Louis Public Radio*, 03.05.2015

Report: Black Minnesotans Missing Out On Economic Recovery, *CBS Minnesota*, 03.05.2015

Downtown Protest Held Over Racial Disparity in Employment, *KMOV St. Loui*, 03.05.2015

Kansas City Social Justice Group Says Too Many Are Left Behind in Today’s Economic Growth *Kansas City Star*, 03.05.2015

The Fed’s “Hammer” Can Be Used to Great Effect to Improve Prospects for Minority Workers, *Economic Policy Institute*, 03.04.3015

The Actions of the Federal Reserve Bank Have Created an Economy That Hurts Workers And Has Devastated The Black Community *Atlanta Black Star*, 03.04.2015

Rally Aims To Highlight Racial Employment Disparities In Metro Area, *CBS Minnesota*, 03.04.2015

Protest Planned at St. Louis Fed, *St Louis Business Journal*, 03.04.2015

Coalition Calls for Fed Focus on Full Employment, Higher Wages, *Dallas Morning News*, 03.04.2015

NYT Misses the Story on the Fed and African American Unemployment, *CEPR*, 03.03.2015

Small Business Hiring is Swinging Higher, *CBS News*, 03.03.3015

Activists to Protest at Regional Feds Ahead of Jobs Data, *Wall Street Journal*, 03.03.3015

The Federal Reserve Board’s Plan to Kill Jobs, *Truthout*, 03.02.2015

Dean Baker: Why We Must Oppose the Coming Fed Interest Rate Hike, *Truthout*, 02.19.2015